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Influence of shape and energy anisotropies on the phase diagram of discotic molecules
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We present Monte Carlo simulations of discotic molecules using the Gay-Berne potential with shape (k) and
energy (k8) anisotropies. Following the previous work of Bates and Luckhurst@J. Chem. Phys.104, 6696
~1996!# at k50.345, k850.2 when we determine the sequence of different phases at the same reduced
pressureP* 550, we find an additional phase at low temperatures corresponding to an orthorhombic crystal-
line phase and we characterize it. Keeping the shape anisotropy fixed atk50.2, we determine the evolution of
the phase diagram with varying energy anisotropy. At highk8, low anisotropy, the system is not able to build
columns while at lowk8, the system exhibits both orthorhombic crystal as well as hexagonal liquid crystal
phases over a wide range of pressures and temperatures. The domain of stability of the nematic phase is found
to systematically shift towards higher pressures ask8 decreases.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.041703 PACS number~s!: 64.70.Md, 61.20.Ja, 83.80.Xz
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I. INTRODUCTION

Liquid crystals are now common materials present in
merous devices such as computer screens or watches.
are generally composed of elongated rodlike molecu
However, since the late 1970s, when they were first syn
sized@1#, the family of disk-shaped liquid crystal molecule
is growing rapidly. Such discotic molecules have been p
posed for use in xerography@2# and as chemical sensors@3#
for instance.

As with the rodlike molecules, the discotic molecules e
hibit a rich phase diagram depending on temperature. T
show an isotropic phaseI at high temperature neither wit
any orientational nor long-range positional order. On d
creasing the temperature, the molecules align on an ave
along a common direction, and form the so-called nem
phaseN. On further decreasing the temperature, one obse
a specific phase, the columnar phase~Col!, in which the mol-
ecules are stacked on top of each other to form colum
These columns present a long-range two-dimensional~2D!
order in the orthogonal plane, while the order along their a
is at least partially liquidlike. The symmetry in the plan
perpendicular to the columns can be hexagonal (Colh) or
rectangular (Colr) ~see, for instance, Ref.@4#!.

The sequence of phasesI -N-Col is observed experimen
tally like for some benzoate esters of triphenylene wh
show anI -N-Colr sequence. However, other discotic mo
ecules only exhibit anI -Colr or I -N sequence of transition
@5–7#. Discotic molecules are composed of an aromatic c
~i.e., rigid and flat! on which flexible chains are added in th
equatorial plane. The length and/or the composition of th
chains have been observed to play an important role for
existence~or not! of a nematic or columnar phase. On
should also notice that these sequences are generally
tained at atmospheric pressure, studies at higher pressur
ing very limited so far@8–10#.

*Present address: Commissariat a` l’Energie Atomique, DAM Ile
de France, DPTA BP12, 91680 Bruye`res-le-Chatel, France.
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From simulation and theory, only a few determinations
phase diagrams have been attempted. Thin hard plat
@11#, hard oblate ellipsoids@12,13#, and cut hard sphere
show nematic and isotropic phases, but only the last
shows a columnar phase@14#. Models describing anisotropic
particles with continuous attractive and repulsive interactio
such as described by the Gay-Berne potential@15# showI, N,
Col, as well as crystalline~Cr! phases, depending on th
pressure@16–18#. Moreover, a recent study@19# based on
density-functional theory presents the phase diagram for
of the latter models, and its evolution with the model para
eters such as the shape anisotropy. Although many Mo
Carlo simulations have been carried out to study the in
ence on the phase diagram of the shape or of the anisot
of the attractive interaction between rodlike molecules@20#,
to our knowledge no systematic study of the influence of
shape or/and of the interactions has been performed for
cotic molecules.

The aim of the present work is therefore to study t
influence of the shape and the energy anisotropies on
phase diagram of a system of discotic molecules. For
purpose, we use the well known Gay-Berne potential ch
acterized by a shape anisotropy parameterk,1 representing
the thickness over diameter ratio and an energy anisotr
parameterk8 which is the ratio of the edge-to-edge ener
minimum over the face-to-face energy minimum. It has be
shown @17# that with the pair of valuesk50.345 and
k850.2, when the temperature is reduced progressively,
system evolves successively from anI to anN and then to a
Col phase. In the present study, we look at the changes in
phase diagram ask8 is varied, keeping the shape anisotro
unchanged and equal tok50.2, a value justified by the ac
tual shape of many discotic molecules.

Our model and some simulation details are gathered
Sec. II. Our results, presented in Sec. III, are divided into t
parts. First, using the set of parameters of Bates and Lu
hurst for a preliminary test, we follow an isobar for quite
large system ofN'2200 discotic molecules and find th
expected phase transitions, and in addition, at lower temp
ture, a crystal phase which we characterize in detail. In
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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second part of Sec. III, we follow the evolution of the pha
diagram as the energy anisotropy varies, while the thickn
over diameter ratio is fixed at 0.2. Section IV summariz
our conclusions about the domain of thek, k8 parameters
for which the columnar phase is stable.

II. SIMULATIONS

A. Model

To model the interactions between discotic molecules,
choose a simple, but efficient, pairwise additive potent
namely, the Gay-Berne potential@15#. The latter has been
successfully used in several previous studies to reprod
either nematic, smectic, or columnar phases@15–17,20–26#.
It can be written as follows@17#:

Ui j ~ ûi ,ûj ,r i j !54E~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !F S s f f

r i j 2s~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !1s f f
D 12

2S s f f

r i j 2s~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !1s f f
D 6G , ~1!

where the unit vectorsûi andûj define the orientation of the
two interacting molecules ands f f their thickness.

The effective energy is given by

E~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !5E0E 1
n~ ûi ,ûj !E 2

m~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !, ~2!

with

E15@12x2~ ûi•ûj !#
21/2, ~3!

and

E2512
x8

2 S ~ ûi• r̂ i j 1ûj• r̂ i j !
2

11x8~ ûi•ûj !
1

~ ûi• r̂ i j 2ûj• r̂ i j !
2

12x8~ ûi•ûj !
D . ~4!

The effective radiuss(ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j ) is expressed as

s~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !5s0F12
x

2 S ~ ûi• r̂ i j 1ûj• r̂ i j !
2

11x~ ûi•ûj !

1
~ ûi• r̂ i j 2ûj• r̂ i j !

2

12x~ ûi•ûj !
D G21/2

. ~5!

In the expressions~2! and ~5!, E0 and s0 are the energy
and length scales.

Both the effective energyE and the effective radiuss
depend on the intermediate parametersx andx8 and on the
ad hocexponentsm and n. x and x8 can be expressed i
terms of the shape and energy anisotropy ratiosk and k8.
They are respectively defined as

x5
k221

k211
~6!

and
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x85
k81/m21

k81/m11
. ~7!

Using common definitions, we havek5s f f /see and
k85Eee/Ef f , whereff denotes the face-to-face configuratio
(ûi•ûj51 andûi• r̂ i j 51), while ee is the edge-to-edge on
(ûi•ûj51 but ûi• r̂ i j 50). We can still define two other typi
cal configurations: theT configuration (ûi•ûj50, ûi•r i j

50, andûj• r̂ i j 51) and the cross configuration (ûi•ûj50,
ûi• r̂ i j 50, but ûj• r̂ i j 50). We note that the energy and di
tance units,E0 and s0, correspond to the potential energ
minimum and the distance for which the potential is zero
the cross configuration, respectively, whiles0 also corre-
sponds tosee.

In this work, we fix the values ofm and n to 1 and 2,
respectively, and cut the potential for distances greater t
1.6see, following the previous choice of Bates and Luc
hurst @17#. We express the physical quantities in reduc
unit, e.g., distancesr * 5r /see, pressuresP* 5Psee

3 /E0,
temperaturesT* 5kBT/E0, and enthalpyH* 5H/E0.

B. Procedure

We perform Monte Carlo~MC! simulations of 2197 dis-
cotics enclosed in a parallelepipedic box with period
boundary conditions. These simulations are performed in
N-P-T ensemble to avoid the cavitation effect observed
Emersonet al. @16#. For each thermodynamic point (P* ,
T* ), we first equilibrate the system for 50 000 MC cycl
~MCCs!, when the system is far from a transition, and f
200 000 MCCs when it is close to a transition. The length
the measurements depends on the desired properties:
cally 20 000 MCCs for thermodynamic and structural qua
tities, and up to 150 000 MCCs for diffusional quantities.
MC cycle consists of, in average, one trial movement~rota-
tional or translational! for each discotic molecule, and on
box length trial change. The box edges are treated indep
dently to ease transitions, especially the isotropic-nem
one, by nonisotropic contractions of the box. We start
simulations from high temperatures, in the isotropic pha
and decrease the temperature~keeping the pressure constan!
by steps ofDT* 50.2. Close to the phase transition poin
some additional runs are performed with a smaller decre
(DT* 50.05) to locate the transitions with more precisio
We also run some simulations starting from a low tempe
ture ~typically T* 50.2) to determine the hysteresis and
confirm the assumptions on the symmetry of the low te
perature phase~see below!.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To start this study, we choose to use as reference the
rameter set investigated by Bates and Luckhurst@17#, where
k andk8 are taken equal to 0.345 and 0.2, respectively. T
choice of these values is based on previous simulations@16#,
molecular mechanics, and energetics calculations@17#. This
choice of parameters leads to the formation of nematic
columnar phases depending on pressure and temperatu
3-2
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In a second step, we fix the value ofk at 0.2 and let that
of k8 vary from 0.8 to 0.1. This covers a set of situatio
ranging from weak to strong face-to-face attractions.

A. The kÄ0.345 andk8Ä0.2 case

We first recalculate the phase diagram of the Gay-Be
model with the Bates and Luckhurst parameters on a sys
of N52197 discotics.

In agreement with the previous study@17#, we find three
phases depending on pressure and temperature. To dete
the phase transitions, we monitor physical quantities suc
enthalpy, volume, or the second-rank orientational order
rameter̂ P2&. This latter is obtained from diagonalization o
the Q tensor defined as follows@11#:

Qab5
1

2N (
i 51

N

~3ua
i ub

i 2dab!. ~8!

^P2& tends to zero in the isotropic phases~it is strictly equal
to zero for an infinite sample!. It is equal to about 0.6 in the
nematic phase and to 0.8 in the columnar phase, see
instance, Ref.@17#.

At P* 550, the following transition temperatures a
found: TI -N* 53.3060.10 and TN-Colh

* 52.9060.10. These

values are in good agreement with the ones found earlier.
also compute the slope of the transition linedP* /dT* ac-
cording to Clapeyron’s law

dP*

dT*
5

1

T*

DH*

DV*
. ~9!

We find 35.064.5 and 60.567.6 for the isotropic-nematic
phase boundary and the nematic-columnar phase boun
respectively. Bates and Luckhurst found 35.562.0 and 52.2
64.0, values which are also in fair agreement with our
sults.

To check the spatial packing of the different phases fou
during cooling, we also calculate the perpendicular rad
distribution ~PRD! function defined as

gp~r !5
V

N22prh
K (

i
(
j Þ i

d~r 2r i j
p !L , ~10!

whereV is the volume of the simulation box,N the number
of discotics, andr i j

p the perpendicular distance between d

cotic moleculesi and j defined asur i j 2(r i j •ûi)ûi u. For a
given discotic moleculei, we limit the sum over all discotic
moleculesj so that the distanceur i j •ûi u is inferior or equal to
h. We take in this studyh equal tos f f .

In Fig. 1, we show the PRD below and above theN-Colh
transition line. As the system crosses this line~from high
temperatures!, the discotic molecule positions are more a
more ordered. This can be seen in the appearance of pea
intermediate distances~greater thansee) as the temperature
decreases. At intermediate temperature (T* 52.80), three
broad peaks are observable for distances smaller than 2see,
they correspond to a hexagonal packing of the discotic m
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ecules in the plane perpendicular to the columns with
typical positional ratio 1:A3:2.

On decreasing the temperature further, we observ
transformation of the PRD at approximatelyT* 52.50. The
peak located around 1 splits at lower temperatures, with
peak located at 0.92 and the second one at 1.03. This is
signature of a rectangular or quasihexagonal order in
plane perpendicular to the columns, with a distortion of 0.
This was not seen by Bates and Luckhurst@17#, since they
stopped their investigations at a higher temperature. The
nature of the latter transition in the other observables, suc
enthalpy~Fig. 3, closed circles! or volume, for instance, is
very weak and therefore difficult to observe. Neverthele
the structural properties show clearly a change in the m
lecular arrangement of the system.

The first peak at 0.92 is also the signature of an interd
tation of the columns. This effect has been seen by Emer
et al. @16# but they attributed it to a density effect, while i
our case it only comes from a decrease in the temperat

FIG. 1. Perpendicular radial distribution~see text for definition!
for three different temperatures:T* 53.20 ~N! ~long dashed!,
T* 52.80 (Colh) ~dotted!, andT* 51.40 ~Cr! ~solid!.

FIG. 2. Second-shell radial distribution~see text for definition!
for three different temperatures :T* 53.20 ~long dashed! nematic
phase,T* 52.80 ~dotted! columnar phase, andT* 51.40 ~solid!
rectangular phase.
3-3
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One should be careful about the direct comparison with E
erson’s work since the potential has been slightly change
that work.

To check the correlations between columns, and es
cially the interdigitation, we introduce a new correlatio
function that we call second-shell radial distribution~SSRD!
function and define it as

gss~r !5
V

N2p~r e
22r i

2!
K (

i
(
j Þ i

d~r 2ur i j •ûi u)L , ~11!

where r e and r i are, respectively, the external and intern
radii of a cylindrical shell on which we perform the comp
tation. In practice, we consider all the moleculesj with a
radial distance to the central atomi greater thanr i50.5s0
and less thanr e51.5s0, and build the histogram of the
ur i j •ûi u distances.

In Fig. 2, we show the SSRD for three temperatures c
responding to the nematic phase, the columnar phase fo
by Bateset al. and the new low temperature phase. In t
nematic phase, the SSRD presents little structure, main
single peak at aboutr * 50.32. When decreasing the tem
perature and crossing theN-Colh transition line, the SSRD
shows seven peaks forr * ranging from 0 to 3.

On decreasing the temperature again, the structure o
SSRD becomes more and more pronounced. At the low
temperature, the position of the maxima is periodic with
period equal to 0.196 which is half the distance between
discotic modecules within a column.

We could conclude that at aboutT* 52.50 the system
goes from a columnar hexagonal phase to a crystalline
tered orthorhombic phase. The latter one is built with t
atoms per unit cell, one located at~0,0,0! and the second on
in the middle of the unit cell at~1/2,1/2,1/2! in reduced units.
The lattice parameters area50.87, b51.01, andc50.39.

FIG. 3. Enthalpy as a function of temperature for three differ
runs: cooling from the high temperature end~open symbols!, heat-
ing from the low temperature end~black symbols!, and cooling
back from an intermediate temperature reached by heating f
initial perfect ordered structure~gray symbols!. The symbols stand
for (n) isotropic, (L) nematic, (s) columnar, and (h) crystalline
phases. For further details, see text.
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Starting from this assumption, we build a perfect orth
rhombic crystal at 0 K. We let it relax at a very low temper
ture T* 50.2 and then heat it up to the isotropic phase
constant pressure.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the enthalpy during he
ing as a function of temperature. One can clearly see th
transitions. AtT* 52.90, the system goes from the orth
rhombic phase to a new phase. As shown in snapshot
Figs. 4 and 5, this phase shows an hexagonal symmetry
T* 53.30, the system reaches the nematic phase and ev
ally the isotropic one atT* 53.50.

One should remark that the enthalpy of the perfect ort
rhombic phase is lower than that of the orthorhombic ph
obtained by cooling an isotropic phase as done previou
~Fig. 3!. All the transition temperatures are shifted to high
values and we then observe a hysteresis. During the hea
process, the hexagonal phase is mechanically less stable
during the cooling. We find an hexagonal phase over a te
perature range of 0.4 against 0.6 on cooling. This effec
even more pronounced for the nematic phase. This wo
suggest that both triple points Cr-Colh-I and Colh-N-I are
shifted to higher temperatures by heating, in comparis
with the cooling procedure. Nevertheless, the enthalpy cu
obtained during the heating seems to overlap reasonably
with the one obtained during the cooling.

To understand the difference of enthalpy measure betw
the cooling and the heating procedures, we perform an a
tional series of simulations on cooling, starting from an in
tial configuration of the Colh phase atT* 53.2, recorded
during the heating procedure mentioned above. The enth
measures during this cooling are represented as gray sym

t

m

FIG. 4. View of columns from top~a! and side ~b! at
T* 51.80 andP* 550 in the crystal phase.~b! See correlations
between columns.

FIG. 5. View of columns from top~a! and side~b! at T*
53.00 andP* 550 in the columnar phase. In~b!, columns are quite
independent of each other.
3-4
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in Fig. 3. The transition Colh-Cr takes place atT* 52.5, i.e.,
the same temperature observed when cooling the system
the way from the isotropic phase. We note again that
enthalpy of the crystal phase is slightly higher than the c
responding value when heating the initially perfect crys
but the difference is definitely smaller with respect to t
cooling procedure starting from the isotropic phase. Fr
these observations, we suggest that these enthalpy d
ences are mainly due to the number of defects present in
sample. By cooling an isotropic configuration, one can
pect many more defects in the structure than by coolin
hexagonal configuration, where the positions of the disc
molecules form a 2D hexagonal structure without defects
it results from the melting of a perfect crystal structure. T
could explain the nonreversibility of both the cooling a
heating procedures.

To characterize the structure of the different phases an
particular the evolution from the hexagonal liquid crystal
the orthorhombic crystal phase, we compute the static st
ture factor

S~q!5
1

N K U(
j

exp~ iq•r j !U2L , ~12!

where the componentsqa of q are written as 2pna /La with
La the box length in the directiona andna an integer.

We computeS(q) for two subsets ofq vectors, either
orthogonal or parallel to the column’s directions. At high
temperature, in the nematic phase, we define the two sub
of q vectors, either orthogonal or parallel to the nemati
director orientation. Note that the orientation of the nemat
director and the column’s axes are equivalent in the Colh and
Cr phases, as the disks are standing perpendicularly to
columns axes. The analysis of the hexagonal-orthorhom
transition qualitatively gives the same results on heating
cooling. Nevertheless, due to the defects, the peaks in
columnar phases are broader on cooling than on heating
present here the analysis done on heating.

At q* /2p inferior to 1.5,S(q) computed with a set ofq
vectors orthogonal to the columns gives twod functions for
the orthorhombic phase (T* ,2.50) corresponding to the lat
tice parameters mentioned above and only one in the h
agonal phase~Fig. 6!. This is a clear signature of a structur
change from rectangular to hexagonal for the columns lat
packing. At higher temperatures (T* .3.20), S(q) does not
show a very well-defined structure. Even if the orientatio
order is still present in the nematic phase, the translatio
one is clearly established only on short distances in the p
perpendicular to the orientation of the nematic’s director.

We next computeS(q) with a set ofq vectors parallel to
the columns. Figure 7 shows the results obtained for
orthorhombic and hexagonal phases. With this measurem
we check the correlations within and between columns. T
parallel structure factor for the orthorhombic phase show
d peak corresponding toc/2 distances. Due to extinctio
rules ~the sum of the threena integers should be even t
allow a Bragg peak!, the peak corresponding toc distances
does not appear. This is a clear signature of a crystal
phase. For the hexagonal phase,S(q) shows three broad
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peaks located at 1/c, 2/c, and 3/c related to intracolumn
correlations. The correlations between different columns
weak, as can be seen in the snapshot of Fig. 5.

To complete the analysis of these phases, we also c
pute the mean square displacement within~Fig. 8! and per-
pendicular~Fig. 9! to the columns at low temperatures. In th
nematic and isotropic phase, we compute the mean sq
displacements along and perpendicular to the direction gi
by the mean orientation of the molecules.

If ^Dr 2&c and^Dr 2&p denote the diffusion within and per
pendicular to the columns, respectively, they are given b

^Dr 2&c5K 1

N (
i

$@dr i~m1n!•n̂#%2L
n

~13!

and

FIG. 6. Structure factor forq in the plane perpendicular to th
columns~2D powder average! at fixed pressureP* 550 and three
different temperatures:T* 50.60 ~Cr! ~dash line!, T* 53.00 (Colh)
~solid line!, andT* 53.60 ~N! ~inset!.

FIG. 7. Structure factor forq parallel to the columns at fixed
pressureP* 550 and two different temperatures:T* 50.60 ~Cr!
~dashed—intensity divided by 20! andT* 53.00 (Colh) ~solid!.
3-5
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^Dr 2&p5K 1

2N (
i

udr i~m1n!2@dr i~m1n!•n̂#n̂u2L
n

,

~14!

with dr i(m1n)5r i(m1n)2r i(n) the displacement of the
center of the mass of diski between two MC cycles labele
by n and m. The vectorn̂ is the vector giving either the
direction of the columns or the mean orientation of the dis
depending on the temperature.

At high temperaturesT* 54.00 (I ), both mean square
displacements are equivalent. There is no specific direct
they are all equivalent as expected for an isotropic phase
lower temperatures, both mean square displacements ar
equivalent. In the nematic phase (T* 53.40), the discotic
molecules diffuse over larger distances in the plane perp
dicular to the nematic’s director orientation than along it.

FIG. 8. Mean square displacement within the columns~or along
mean molecular orientation! at several temperatures and fixed pre
sure P* 550. From top to bottom:T* 54.00 ~I! (L), T* 53.40
~N! (m), T* 53.00 (Colh) (h), T* 52.60, andT* 51.00 ~Cr!
(d). The last two curves are superposed.

FIG. 9. Mean square displacement in a direction perpendic
to the columns~or mean molecular orientation! at several tempera
tures and fixed pressureP* 550. From top to bottom:T* 54.00~I!
(L), T* 53.40 ~N! (m), T* 53.00 (Colh) (h), T* 52.60, and
T* 51.00 ~Cr! (d). The last two curves are superposed.
04170
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T* 53.00 (Colh), a residual diffusion is still present within
the columns~even if it is weak! but it is frozen perpendicula
to them. AtT* 51.00 ~orthorhombic phase!, there is no dif-
fusion neither in nor between columns. This is another in
cation that the hexagonal phase is liquid crystalline, wher
the rectangular phase is crystalline.

B. Phase diagrams atkÄ0.2 and k8 variable

In this section, we present the results obtained for diff
ent k8 values, keepingk constant and equal to 0.2. Th
latter value is representative, for instance, of a he
azatrinaphtalene discotic molecule@27#, while k equal to
0.345 holds for a triphenylene one@28#.

Starting with a low energy anisotropy, Fig. 10~a! shows
the phase diagram corresponding tok8 equal to 0.8. In the
range of pressures investigated in this study, we do not
any columnar phase. Following the enthalpy at fixed press
when decreasing temperature from 10 to 0, we observe
I -N transition and below that transition no sign of anoth
transition. It is possible that, at sufficient lowT* , the nem-
atic phase is metastable. At higher pressure, it is possible
a lower enthalpy phase becomes accessible, in particular
could expect the presence of a crystalline phase.

Decreasing thek8 parameter while keeping constantk,
i.e., keeping the same shape and favoring thef f configura-
tion against theee one, changes the phase diagram and
particular allows the presence of an ordered phase at
pressure and temperature. This is illustrated in Fig. 10~b!,
where we fixk8 to 0.5. With this value, we observe thre
phases: the isotropic and nematic ones~already observed a
higher k8) and a crystalline phase, and therefore a trip
point Cr-N-I . We do not observe a columnar phase yet. T
ee interactions are still too strong~in comparison withf f
interactions! to decouple the correlations in the plane perpe
dicular to the columns and those along the columns. In ot
words the correlations between columns are so strong
they lead to the formation of a crystal.

-

ar

FIG. 10. Phase diagrams for severalk8 parameters~see text for
definition!: 0.8 ~a!, 0.5 ~b!, 0.2 ~c!, and 0.1~d!. The symbolsI
stands for isotropic phase,N stands for nematic phase, Colh stands
for hexagonal columnar phase, and Cr stands for crystal. The l
are guides to the eye.
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We then further decreasek8 to 0.2 in order to reduce the
influence of theee interactions and to build columns. Figur
10~c! shows the phase diagram for this couple of paramet
We observe two triple points Cr-Colh-I and Colh-N-I . In
comparison to the previously adoptedk8 parameters, we ob
serve an additional columnar phase lying between the c
talline and nematic phases. At sufficient high pressure,
system shows the following sequence of phases: crystal
lumnar mesophase, nematic, and isotropic phase from lo
high temperatures. Below the triple point pressure of ab
Pt* 540, the columnar phase disappears at all temperatu
We also observe a triple point pressure ofPt* 565, below
which the nematic phase is not observed. For this choic
k8 parameter, theee interactions are weak enough~com-
pared tof f interactions! to allow for the formation of col-
umns in a range of pressure and temperature.

To complete our study of the influence of the ener
anisotropies, we further decreasek8 to 0.1. With this value,
we strongly favor thef f interactions. As shown in Fig. 10~d!,
the system builds a columnar phase for a large range of p
sures and temperatures. Nevertheless, we still observe
triple points corresponding to the Cr-Colh-I and Colh-N-I
coexistences. The latter one is located atPt* 5150 and
Tt* 510.5. The nematic domain is obtained for high pre
sures and temperatures, the strongf f attractions lead to the
formation of columns~even at high temperatures! and an
orthorhombic crystal~when decreasing the temperature!.

In the P* -T* diagram, one can also remark that the slo
and the absolute position of theI -N transition line change
only slightly with k8 decreasing from 0.8 to 0.1~Fig. 10!.
We find by fitting from the phase diagram a value
dP* /dT* ranging from 19.5061.01 to 23.2961.36, and
also find by computing the Clapeyron’s equation a va
ranging from 19.6064.05 to 25.2565.00. These two sets o
values are in fair agreement and differ from the values
tained fork50.345 ~see Sec. III A!. These results seem t
indicate that theI -N transition is more driven by geometrica
aspects than by energetic ones. This is not the case fo
N-Colh one. Its slope dramatically changes withdP* /dT*
decreasing from 57.6965.14 to 33.3065.33 when we de-
creasek8 from 0.2 to 0.1. The same observation holds for t
Colh-Cr transition, even if it is harder to quantify, the trans
tion being too weak~see Fig. 3!.

We also discuss the influence of the shape anisotropy
the phase diagram by comparing the two cases (k50.2,
k850.2) and (k50.345,k850.2). We qualitatively find the
same phase diagram for bothk values, see Fig. 10~c! and
Ref. @17#. In particular, withk equal to 0.345, we also find
triple point Colh-N-I located atPt* 510 andTt* 51.8 ~for
k50.2, see above!. Comparing with Fig. 10~c!, we observe
a
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m

04170
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that by reducing the shape ratio~from 0.345 to 0.2!, the
Colh-N-I triple point shifts to larger pressures and tempe
tures,Pt* being multiplied by a factor 5.5 andTt* by a factor
3.

Coussaert and Baus@19# have theoretically studied th
influence of the shape ratio on the phase diagram of a G
Berne system and we qualitatively find the same trends.
evolution of the transition lines withk is similar, lowering
the shape anisotropy leads to a reduction of the nematic
main. Nevertheless, contrary to them, we find a signific
shift of the triple point when we changek. This discrepancy
on the size of the effect could be due to the approximati
made in the theory. It would be interesting to perfor
density-functional theory calculations withk, k8 parameters
in the range explored here.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented a Monte Carlo study of the phase
gram of Gay-Berne discotic molecules. We have first re
vestigated the phase diagram for ak50.345 andk850.2
system. As found by Bates and Luckhurst@17#, we have
obtained the same sequence: isotropic, nematic, and hex
nal columnar phases. We have additionally found an ort
rhombic crystalline phase at low temperature where the
cotic molecules are strongly interdigitated. In a second s
we have fixed the shape parameter and let the ratio of fa
to-face over edge-to-edge energy wells vary. We have t
described a set of molecules that are weakly or strongly
isotropic from an energetic point of view. At low anisotrop
(k8 close to 1!, we have only observed two phases: isotrop
and nematic. At intermediatek8 values~0.5!, we have more-
over observed an additional orthorhombic crystalline ph
at low temperature. At lowk8 ~strong anisotropy!, the phase
diagram shows an hexagonal columnar phase lying betw
the nematic and the orthorhombic phase. We thus obs
that, for discotic Gay-Berne molecules, the energy anis
ropy needs to be added to shape anisotropy in order to
bilize the columnar phase. We have also shown that the tr
points strongly shift with the value ofk8. Moreover, as al-
ready noticed by Coussaert and Baus@19#, the nematic do-
main is strongly dependent on thek value. Decreasing the
latter leads to a wider~in temperature! nematic domain.
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